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Abstract. We present the rst high-resolution (6.2 to 7.7 km s−1 FWHM) spectra of the APM BR J0307−4945
quasar at zem = 4:73 obtained with UVES on the 8.2 m VLT Kueyen telescope. We focus our analysis on a damped
Ly (DLA) system at zabs = 4:466 with a neutral hydrogen column density N(H i) = (4:68  0:97) 1020 cm−2.
It is the most distant DLA system known to the present date, observed when the age of the universe was only
1.3 Gyr. It shows complex low- and high-ionization line proles spanning 240 and 300 km s−1 in velocity space
respectively. We derive accurate abundances for N, O, Al, Si and Fe, and place a lower limit on C and an upper
limit on Ni: [N/H] = −3:07  0:15, [O/H] = −1:63  0:19, [Al/H] = −1:79  0:11, [Si/H] = −1:54  0:11,
[Fe/H] = −1:97  0:19, [C/H] > −1:63 and [Ni/H] < −2:35. The derived high metallicity, 1/90 solar, shows
that this very young absorber (1.3 Gyr) has already experienced a signicant metal enrichment. The [O/Si]
ratio is nearly solar suggesting a limited amount of dust, the relative [Si, O/Fe] abundance ratios show a similar
enhancement as observed in the Milky Way stars with comparable metallicities, and the [N/O] ratio is very low.
All these results point to an enrichment pattern dominated by type II supernovae which suggests a Milky Way
type evolutionary model.
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1. Introduction
For two decades now bright quasars (hereafter QSOs)
have been used to investigate the distribution and physical
properties of gas in their lines of sight up to their emis-
sion redshift. The information is extracted from the study
of absorption lines originating in the gas (the Hydrogen
Lyman series lines and resonance lines of various metal
ions) as detected in the high dispersion (10 000 < R <
50 000) spectra of the QSOs.
A special class of absorption systems is represented by
the damped Ly systems. DLA systems are dened as ab-
sorption systems with a H i column density 2 1020 cm−2
which gives origin to the characteristic damped prole in
the Ly absorption. There is no general consensus on the
nature of the galaxies associated with the DLA systems.
The identication of all DLA systems with progenitors of
Send oprint requests to: M. Dessauges-Zavadsky,
e-mail: mdessaug@eso.org
? Based on public data released from UVES Commissioning
at the VLT/Kueyen telescope, ESO, Paranal, Chile.
present-day spirals as proposed originally by Wolfe et al.
(1986) is not fully supported by the observations of opti-
cal counterparts at low redshifts which show a variety of
morphological types (e.g. Le Brun et al. 1997) and by the
relative metal abundances.
Whatever their nature, DLA systems appear to be as-
sociated with the bulk of neutral hydrogen in the universe
at high redshift (Wolfe et al. 1995; Lanzetta et al. 1995;
Storrie-Lombardi et al. 1996) and remain a unique way to
trace accurately chemical abundances over a wide interval
of redshifts, from 0.5 to 4.5, setting important constraints
on theories of galaxy formation and evolution.
In the last decade, this type of research has especially
benetted from the use of the HIRES spectrograph at
the Keck telescope. HIRES observations have produced
a large number of accurate abundance measurements in
DLA systems (Lu et al. 1996, 1997; Prochaska & Wolfe
1999) which together with more complete DLA surveys
(Rao & Turnshek 2000; Storrie-Lombardi & Wolfe 2000)
have been used to explore both the redshift evolution of
comoving mass density and of the metal content (see for
Article published by EDP Sciences and available at http://www.aanda.org or 
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Table 1. Journal of observations
Number Date Central Range Resolution CD Slit Seeing Exposure
of wavelength =instr. grating width time
spectra [A] [A] [00] [00] [s]
1 13/10/99 6000 5000{5960 39 020 #3 1.1 0.8 4400
6120{7000 38 980
3 8/10/99 7600 5800{7500 43 880 #4 1.0 0.7{0.9 3300/3000/3300
7710{9510 43 550
3 14/12/99 8000 6120{7960 48 020 #4 0.9 0.8 4000/4000/4300
8100{9900 46 090
Mode: mosaic of the RED arm.
a recent review Pettini 2000). It is unclear whether any
of these quantities is signicantly evolving from the early
universe (10% of the present age) to the present epoch,
in contradiction with the simple picture describing a pro-
gressive conversion of gas into stars and an increase in
the mean metallicity. Indeed, DLA systems at all redshifts
might simply represent galaxies \caught in the act" of as-
sembling a large amount of gas before a major episode of
star formation.
Whatever the favorite interpretation, it is clear that
the sample of DLA systems with high-quality spectro-
scopic data (now summing up to about 70 objects) has to
be substantially enlarged, to increase the statistical weight
of the results at all redshifts and in particular at the low
and very high redshift ends. The number of well stud-
ied systems at high redshifts is particularly low. The re-
cent overview of abundance determinations by Prochaska
& Wolfe (2000) includes 13 objects at zabs  3 and
5 objects at zabs  4 only.
In October 1999, ESO installed at the second 8.2 m
VLT telescope (Kueyen) its high-resolution spectrograph,
UVES, which compares well in eciency and resolution
with HIRES (D’Odorico et al. 2000). Taking advantage
of its superior near-infrared eciency, UVES has already
been used to secure the rst Zn abundance in a DLA
system at zabs > 3 so far (Molaro et al. 2000).
In this paper we report UVES observations of the high-
est redshift (zabs = 4:466) DLA system known to the
present date. The quality of the data is such that a de-
tailed analysis of the metal content of the absorbing gas
has been possible and from this the evolutionary history
of the associated galaxy has been reconstructed. While
the statistical weight of the results on a single DLA sys-
tem is obviously limited, with this study we demonstrate
the possibility to investigate the star formation history
of galaxies well beyond z = 4 from observations of rela-
tively faint QSOs. The observations were obtained during
the Commissioning of the instrument. They are part of the
public set of UVES Commissioning data available through
the ESO VLT archive.
In Sect. 2 we briefly review the observations and data
reduction, and we provide a list of all metal systems we
have identied in the line of sight to APM BR J0307−4945
redwards of the Ly emission. We report the column den-
sity measurements of dierent ions of the DLA system at
zabs = 4:466 in Sect. 3. Section 4 discusses the abundances
and Sect. 5 the kinematics of the DLA gas. The conclu-
sions are summarized in Sect. 6.
2. Data
2.1. Observations
APM BR J0307−4945 is a newly discovered quasar at
zem = 4:73 (R = 18:8) from the second APM color sur-
vey for z > 4 QSOs (Storrie-Lombardi et al. 2001). The
damped absorber at zabs = 4:466 was so prominent that
it was identiable in the low resolution (FWHM  10 A)
quasar discovery spectrum. On the basis of medium res-
olution spectroscopy (FWHM  5 A) the DLA column
density was estimated to be logN(H i) = 20:8 (Peroux
et al. 2001; McMahon et al. 2001, in preparation).
The observations of APM BR J0307−4945 pre-
sented here were obtained during the rst and sec-
ond Commissioning of the Ultraviolet-Visual Echelle
Spectrograph (UVES) on the Nasmyth focus of the
VLT 8.2 m Kueyen telescope at Paranal, in October
and December 1999. A journal of observation dates,
wavelength coverages, resolutions and exposure times
of the data is presented in Table 1. Seven spec-
tra, covering in total the spectral range from 5000
to 9900 A, were obtained by using the cross-disperser
gratings #3 and #4 of the spectrograph red arm.
Details on the instrument can be found in Dekker
et al. (2000) and in the UVES User Manual available
at http://www.eso.org/instruments/uves/userman/.
The full width at half maximum of the instrument pro-
le, instr., was measured from the emission lines of the
Thorium-Argon lamp and the resulting resolving powers,
R = =instr., vary between 38 980 and 48 020 (median
values) depending on the spectra (see Table 1) and corre-
spond to a velocity resolution of 6.2 to 7.7 km s−1 FWHM.
2.2. Data reduction
The data reduction was performed on each of the seven
spectra separately using the UVES data reduction pipeline
implemented in the ESO MIDAS package. The pipeline
reduction is based on the following steps: order deni-
tion using a special order denition frame (order width
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’5 pixels); wavelength calibration; order extraction using
the \optimal" extraction method (the orders are extracted
by calculating a weighted sum of pixel values across the
prole of the object); extraction of weighted flat-eld; flat-
elding; and sky subtraction. Typical rms errors in the
wavelength calibrations are 5.5 mA.
The observed wavelength scale was transformed into
vacuum, heliocentric scale. The spectra were normalized
by using a spline to smoothly connect the regions free from
absorption features. The continuum for the Ly forest re-
gion was tted by using small regions deemed to be free
of absorptions and by interpolating between these regions
with a spline. Finally, the normalized spectra were added
together using their S=N as weights. The nal spectrum
reaches a signal-to-noise of 20  S=N  40.
2.3. Absorption line identication
We have proceeded with the absorption-line identication
by rst trying to nd all C iv, Si iv and Mg ii doublets.
Once we had composed a list of redshifts for the metal-line
systems, we attempted to match the remaining absorption
features with the strongest metal-line transitions. Finally,
we compared in velocity space the line proles of indi-
vidual transitions in the determined systems for conclu-
sive identication. The discrimination of telluric absorp-
tion lines from extragalactic absorption has been possible
thanks to the spectrum of a standard star covering the
spectral ranges from 6120 to 7960 A and from 8100 to
9900 A, and the comparison of spectra taken at dierent
epochs.
Table 51 lists the wavelengths and equivalent widths
for all absorption-line features (except the telluric lines)
redwards of the Ly emission that exceed the 4 limit in
equivalent width. The transition names and approximate
redshifts are specied for the features we successfully iden-
tied. About 80% of the absorption lines redwards of the
Ly emission have been identied, corresponding to 13
metal-line systems. In this work we will restrict our anal-
ysis to the damped Ly system at zabs = 4:466.
3. Ionic column densities
We present here the measurements of ionic column densi-
ties obtained for the damped Ly system at zabs = 4:466.
They have been derived by tting theoretical Voigt proles
to the observed absorption lines via a 2 minimization.
The ts were performed using the FITLYMAN package
included in MIDAS (Fontana & Ballester 1995). During
the tting procedure the theoretical proles were con-
volved with the instrumental point spread function mod-
eled from the analysis of the emission lines of the arcs.
The FITLYMAN routines determine for each absorption
component the redshift, the column density, the turbu-
lent broadening parameter b and the t errors for each
1 Only available in electronic form at the CDS via anony-
mous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/370/426
of these quantities. The atomic data are taken from the
compilation of Morton (1991) and from the updated val-
ues of Spitzer & Fitzpatrick (1993) for silicon, Cardelli &
Savage (1995) for iron and Zsargo & Federman (1998) for
nickel, as specied in Table 4.
The velocity proles and the best tting solutions of
the low-ion transitions (C+, N0, O0, Al+, Si+ and Fe+)
associated with the damped Ly system at zabs = 4:466
are plotted in Fig. 1. The velocity centroids for the dier-
ent components of the t are marked by the short vertical
lines. To obtain these tting solutions, we assumed the
same b-values in the same component of all ions (i.e. that
macroturbulent motions dominate over thermal broaden-
ing) and the same redshift, and allowed for variations from
ion to ion in column density only. We nd that a minimum
of twelve components was required to t the low-ion tran-
sitions. The stronger components are the components 7, 8
(at z = 4:466582, z = 4:466844) and the components 10,
11 (at z = 4:467863, z = 4:468005). Table 2 lists the red-
shift, the b-value and the column density of every velocity
component of the tting solution.
The velocity proles and the best tting solutions for
the high-ion transitions (C3+ and Si3+ partly blended by
the telluric absorption lines), which were obtained inde-
pendently from the low-ion transitions, are given in Fig. 2
and in Table 3. A total of fourteen components were re-
quired to t the high-ion transitions, with the dominant
one lying at z = 4:465953 (component 8).
3.1. Hydrogen content
The hydrogen column density was mainly estimated from
the t of the Ly damping prole. The main diculty of
the Ly prole tting in this DLA system, as is often the
case at high redshift, is the strong contamination by Ly
forest lines on both wings of the damped Ly line. The
Ly and Lyγ lines are heavily blended and thus unusable
for a hydrogen column density determination, unlike the
Ly line.
Fits provided by the Ly and Ly lines by taking into
account only one of the four stronger components of the
low-ion ts (component 7, nearly centered on the Ly and
Ly proles), yield a satisfactory result only to the blue
side of the Ly prole (the Ly blue side prole is con-
taminated by the Ly forest absorptions). However, they
leave an \empty space" on the red side on each of these
two line proles, which can be lled by adding the contri-
bution of the second dominant component, the component
11 (see Fig. 3).
The corresponding hydrogen column densities and b-
values are logN(H i) = 20.03, b = 20.0 km s−1 for the
component 7 at z = 4:466582 and logN(H i) = 20.56, b =
16.5 km s−1 for the component 11 at z = 4:468005. The
b-value of the component 11 is constrained by the blue
side of the Ly line. The resulting total hydrogen column
density is logN(H i) = 20:67 0:09.
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Table 2. Fits for the DLA system at zabs = 4:466 { Low-ions
Comp zabs b Ident logN Comp zabs b Ident logN
[km s−1] [cm−2] [km s−1] [cm−2]
1... 4.464386 13.5  0.9 O i 13.12  0.08 7... 4.466582 9.4  3.5 O i 14.64  0.70
C ii 13.58  0.02 C ii >13.95
Si ii 12.84  0.11 Si ii 13.61  0.04
Fe ii 13.00  0.21 Fe ii 13.35  0.25
Al ii 11.85  0.07 Al ii 11.59  0.29
N i ... N i 12.68  0.30
2... 4.464686 4.6  0.2 O i 13.59  0.02 8... 4.466844 6.5  1.3 O i 14.61  0.35
C ii 13.76  0.04 C ii >14.23
Si ii 13.17  0.09 Si ii 13.54  0.02
Fe ii 12.80  0.23 Fe ii 12.69  0.60
Al ii 11.93  0.06 Al ii 12.15  0.11
N i ... N i 12.70  0.12
3... 4.465225 7.2  2.1 O i 12.37  0.35 9... 4.467511 11.7  1.6 O i 13.49  0.04
C ii 13.13  0.04 C ii 13.25  0.03
Si ii 12.57  0.10 Si ii 12.84  0.07
Fe ii 12.72  0.30 Fe ii 12.57  0.44
Al ii 11.69  0.09 Al ii 11.77  0.08
N i ... N i ...
4... 4.465510 6.2  0.2 O i 14.02  0.01 10... 4.467863 4.9  0.8 O i 15.33  0.12
C ii 14.48  0.04 C ii >14.00
Si ii 13.67  0.01 Si ii 13.57  0.04
Fe ii 13.11  0.13 Fe ii 13.20  0.13
Al ii 12.45  0.04 Al ii 12.05  0.11
N i ... N i 12.84  0.12
5... 4.465960 8.2  0.5 O i 13.73  0.02 11... 4.468005 9.6  0.3 O i 15.67  0.14
C ii >14.43 C ii >15.42
Si ii 13.66  0.02 Si ii 14.14  0.02
Fe ii 13.08  0.14 Fe ii 13.69  0.05
Al ii 12.65  0.04 Al ii 12.61  0.04
N i ... N i 13.30  0.08
6... 4.466417 14.4  2.2 O i 13.97  0.13 12... 4.468343 4.4  0.5 O i 14.17  0.04
C ii >14.56 C ii 13.16  0.12
Si ii 13.97  0.22 Si ii 12.74  0.06
Fe ii 13.21  0.29 Fe ii 12.64  0.26
Al ii 12.77  0.03 Al ii 11.48  0.13
N i ... N i ...
The hydrogen column density value determined in the
DLA system at zabs = 4:466 is consistent with the lack
of high neutral hydrogen column density DLA systems
towards the highest redshifts (Storrie-Lombardi & Wolfe
2000). Indeed, in the sample described in the latter refer-
ence, 6 DLA absorbers out of 10 at 3  zabs  3:5 have
logN(H i) >21, whereas the statistics drops to 1 out of 12
at zabs > 3:5.
3.2. Metal abundances
The ionic column densities and the relative metal abun-
dances of C, N, O, Al, Si, S, Fe and Ni measured for
this DLA system at zabs = 4:466 are summarized in
Table 4. We give the total ionic column densities obtained
by adding up all the components derived from the ts
and their corresponding errors. The errors reflect the data
quality and the errors on the b-values. The relative metal
abundances are estimated by assuming that the neutral
and singly ionized species are associated with the neutral
phase from which the H i column density originates and
consequently do not require ionization corrections (Viegas
1995; Lu et al. 1995). Upper limits of detection are com-
puted under the optically thin case approximation by con-
sidering the contributions of the four stronger components
(7, 8, 10 and 11) not detected at 4 . When the absorption
lines are saturated, we give a lower limit.
The diculty in determining accurate O i column den-
sities is due to the fact that the only strong transition
available redwards of the Ly emission is the O i1302
transition which is usually saturated in DLA systems. This
transition is also saturated in this system at zabs = 4:466
(see Fig. 1), and thus allows to derive only a lower limit
to the total N(O i). We have looked for other oxygen
lines in the Ly forest namely, O i921.857, 929.517,
936.629, 948.685, 950.885, 988.773 and 1039.230.
Most of these lines are heavily contaminated by the Ly
forest absorption lines and cannot be used for any column
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Fig. 1. Absorption-line proles of the low-ion transitions plotted against velocity for the DLA system at zabs = 4:466. The
vertical scale goes from 0 to 1 for each plotted line transition. The zero velocity is xed at z = 4:466582. The vertical bars mark
the positions of the 12 velocity components given in Table 2. The thin solid curve represents the best t solution. The N i triplet
is partly contaminated by the Ly forest absorptions, thus the t was performed only for their 4 stronger components (7, 8, 10
and 11)
density measurement. However, as we can see in Fig. 1,
the O i936.629 and 1039.230 lines put a stringent upper
limit on the O i column densities of the two strong com-
ponents 10 and 11, which are saturated in the O i1302
line. This plays a crucial role in favour of the accuracy
of the determined N(O i) column density value, since the
measured upper limits are very close to the lower limit
obtained from the O i1302 line. Then, the only remain-
ing saturated components in the O i1302 line are the two
other strong components 7 and 8 for which the other O i
lines do not provide any constraint on their column densi-
ties. Nevertheless, the error made on the column densities
of these two components has a negligible eect on the total
N(O i) column density: if we suppose a 40% underestima-
tion of the column densities of the components 7 and 8
(which has an important impact on the t quality of the
O i1302 line, owing to the very high signal-to-noise ra-
tio in this region of the spectrum), it implies a variation
of the total logN(O i) of 0.02 only, a variation which is
fully taken into account by the adopted error bar of 0.17
on logN(O i). We conclude that the O i column density is
constrained in the range 15:74 < logN(O i) < 16:08.
Accurate determinations of the carbon column den-
sities present the same diculty as for oxygen. The
C ii1334 line redwards of the Ly emission is heavily
saturated and provides only a lower limit to N(C ii), and
the C ii1036 line is blended with Ly forest absorptions
(Fig. 1). The C ii1335 metastable line is not detected,
and thus provides only an upper limit for the C ii column
density.
Silicon has been derived from the Si ii1304 and 1526
lines and Al from the Al ii1670 line. The Ni ii1317 and
1370 lines are not detected, and thus provide only an
upper limit for the Ni column density. The iron abundance
is obtained from the Fe ii1608 line: [Fe/H]2 = −1:97 
0:19. Zn is a useful metal content indicator because it is
undepleted in the interstellar medium (Pettini et al. 1997).
2 [X/H]  log[N(X)/N(H)]DLA − log[N(X)/N(H)].
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Table 3. Fits for the DLA system at zabs = 4:466 { High-ions
Comp zabs b Ident logN Comp zabs b Ident logN
[km s−1] [cm−2] [km s−1] [cm−2]
1... 4.463207 12.9  6.0 C iv 12.61  0.10 8... 4.465953 11.8  2.2 C iv 13.72  0.12
Si iv 12.30  0.14 Si iv 13.58  0.22
2... 4.463557 12.1  4.0 C iv 12.93  0.05 9... 4.466476 10.8  1.5 C iv 13.26  0.03
Si iv 12.62  0.08 Si iv 13.24  0.06
3... 4.463931 11.3  2.2 C iv 13.13  0.03 10... 4.466779 12.7  5.4 C iv 12.78  0.08
Si iv 12.79  0.05 Si iv 12.53  0.06
4... 4.464331 4.7  1.4 C iv 12.90  0.05 11... 4.467173 19.0  6.9 C iv 13.31  0.03
Si iv 12.79  0.05 Si iv 13.14  0.05
5... 4.464525 17.8  6.1 C iv 13.09  0.05 12... 4.467606 10.3  1.9 C iv 13.13  0.03
Si iv 12.94  0.05 Si iv 12.98  0.04
6... 4.465333 19.8  4.7 C iv 13.27  0.03 13... 4.467994 5.1  2.6 C iv 12.54  0.07
Si iv 12.89  0.15 Si iv 12.45  0.04
7... 4.465565 4.0  1.8 C iv 12.72  0.07 14... 4.468213 4.3  3.5 C iv 12.42  0.09
Si iv 12.05  0.21 Si iv 12.47  0.04
Zn abundance measurements are however not possible in
this DLA system, since the doublet Zn ii2026 and 2062
falls outside the working range of the spectrograph at an
observed wavelength  > 11 000 A.
The N i triplet near 1200 A is clearly detected (see
Fig. 1) in the Ly forest, although only the four stronger
components (7, 8, 10 and 11) are free of the Ly forest ab-
sorption contamination. By tting these four components
and by adding up their measured column densities, we
derived a satisfactory value of the N(N i) column density
(the contribution of the other eight components to the to-
tal column density is negligible compared to the contribu-
tion of these four dominant components). The S ii triplet
near 1253 A is also detected in the Ly forest, but it is
strongly contaminated by the Ly forest absorptions. By
tting the four dominant components (7, 8, 10 and 11),
an upper limit to the N(S ii) column density has been
derived.
4. Relative abundances
4.1. Metallicity and dust content
The metallicity [Fe/H] = −1:970:19 of the most distant
DLA system known to the present date at zabs = 4:466,
observed when the age of the universe was only 1.33 Gyr,
is low but still a factor of two higher than the most metal-
poor Galactic stars. It is not even the lowest metallic-
ity level of all known DLA systems. Several systems have
metallicities much lower than that and some of them in
fact do lie at zabs < 3. The lowest abundances known
to date, [Fe/H] < −2:6, have been measured at zabs =
2:076 toward Q 2206−199 (Prochaska & Wolfe 1997a), at
zabs = 2:618 toward Q 0913+072 (Ledoux et al. 1998) and
at zabs = 4:203 toward BR 0951−04 (Prochaska & Wolfe
1999). The [Fe/H] = −1:97  0:19 value of this system
indeed shows that the very young object (1.3 Gyr) re-
sponsible for the DLA absorber has already experienced a
signicant metal production.
3 Assuming H0 = 60 km s
−1 Mpc−1, Ω0 = 0:4, 0 = 0:6.
Fig. 2. Absorption-line proles of the high-ion transitions plot-
ted against velocity for the DLA system at zabs = 4:466. The
vertical scale goes from 0 to 1 for each plotted line transition.
The zero velocity is xed at z = 4:466582. The vertical bars
mark the positions of the 14 velocity components as given in
Table 3. The thin solid curve represents the best t solution.
The Si iv1393, 1402 lines are partly blended with telluric
absorption lines. The O i prole is plotted in order to facilitate
the comparison between low- and high-ion proles
Prochaska & Wolfe (2000) have recently discussed the
high-quality measurements of the Fe abundance in 39 DLA
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Fig. 3. Damped Ly and Ly absorption proles plotted
against vacuum heliocentric wavelength (top) and velocity (bot-
tom) for the DLA system at zabs = 4:466. The vertical bars
mark the positions of 2 stronger components (7 and 11) at
z = 4:466582 and z = 4:468005. The thin solid curve rep-
resents the best t of the damping prole with N(H i) =
1:07 1020 cm−2, b = 20:0 km s−1 and N(H i) = 3:63 1020 cm−2,
b = 16:5 km s−1 (respectively). The light dotted curves are
damping proles with N(H i) = (0:86; 2:90) 1020 cm−2 and
N(H i) = (1:28; 4:36) 1020 cm−2 (respectively)
systems. They nd a moderate trend (with a large scat-
ter) of decreasing [Fe/H] for individual absorbers from
zabs = 1:5 to 4:4. The N(H i)-weighted mean metallic-
ity exhibits on the contrary a minimal evolution over the
same redshift interval. Our result at zabs = 4:466 is con-
sistent with this recent metallicity evolution review, since
the metallicity found, [Fe/H] = −1:97 0:19, is represen-
tative of the unweighted mean [Fe/H] metallicity for their
high-redshift sub-sample, h[Fe/H]izhigh=[3;4:4[ = −1:83.
The estimated upper limit of the nickel abundance
[Ni/H] < −2:35 gives [Ni/Fe] < −0:41. This upper limit
is signicantly lower than the [Ni/Fe] values found in
Galactic metal-poor stars which are nearly solar down
to very low metallicities (Goswami & Prantzos 2000).
This underabundance of [Ni/Fe], measured despite the use
of the updated Ni ii f -value from Zsargo & Ferderman
(1998), may be interpreted at a rst glance as the result
of dierential depletion of Ni and Fe from the gas phase
onto dust grains by analogy to what is observed in the
Galactic ISM with Ni being more heavily depleted than
Fe (Savage & Sembach 1996). However, this interpretation
has to be considered with caution, since the measurement
of Ni in the dust-free DLA system toward Q 0000−2620
by Molaro et al. (2000) shows also a signicant under-
abundance of [Ni/Fe], [Ni/H] = −2:27 for a metallicity
of [Fe/H] = −2:04. Thus, the [Ni/Fe] ratio is not a good
indicator of dust content in DLA systems.
The best constraint on dust content we have for the
DLA system at zabs = 4:466 comes from the nearly so-
lar [O/Si] ratio of −0:09 0:18. It is suggestive of limited
amounts of dust, since O is a non-refractory element and
a depletion of Si onto dust grains would imply an intrinsic
[O/Si] ratio much too undersolar. The derived [O/Si] ratio
is also in excellent agreement with the usual assumption
of nearly solar [O/] ratios in DLA systems (e.g. Lu et al.
1998). Limited amounts of dust in this DLA system allow
a study of relative abundances exempt from strong uncer-
tainties deriving from the unknown fraction of elements
which condenses onto dust grains.
4.2. -element to Fe abundances
The [/Fe] abundance ratio is a good indicator of the
chemical evolution history which can be used to under-
stand the nature of galaxies. In the early stages of the
chemical evolution of galaxies the abundances are likely
dominated by type II supernovae (SNe) products rich in
-elements created within<2 107 yr. The type I SNe prod-
ucts, the Fe-peak elements, entered into the game only af-
ter >108{109 yr. Thus, in the early stages the -elements
are expected to be more abundant than the Fe-peak ele-
ments, and the ratio [/Fe] should decline later on during
evolution. The exact timing of the decline depends on both
the star formation rate and the initial mass function. A
galaxy which turns most of its gas into stars within 109 yr
would maintain an enhanced [/Fe] ratio while [Fe/H]
grows to high values (Fuhrmann 1998). At the other ex-
treme, in a galaxy with a small star formation rate or
with bursts separated by quiescent periods lasting more
than 109 yr, there would be time for [/Fe] to decline to
at least solar values while [Fe/H] remains low (Pagel &
Tautvaisviene 1998).
Si is the most accessible -element in the DLA sys-
tems. However it is a refractory element, and due to the
Si depletion coupled with a stronger Fe depletion onto
dust grains (Savage & Sembach 1996), we observe similar
[Si/Fe] ratios in the Galactic interstellar medium (ISM)
as in the Galactic metal-poor stars presumed to exhibit
nucleosynthetic pattern typical of type II supernovae. In
the presence of dust, it is therefore dicult to deter-
mine the intrinsic [Si/Fe] enhancement. In the DLA sys-
tem at zabs = 4:466, we derive [Si/H] = −1:54  0:11
which implies [Si/Fe] = 0:430:18, a relatively high  en-
hancement. At the metallicity of [Fe/H] = −1:97 0:19,
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Table 4. Ionic column densities and relative abundances for
the DLA system at zabs = 4:466
Ion rest f logN
e [X/H]f
H i..... 1215.670a 0.41640a 20.67  0.09 ...
C ii.... 1334.532a 0.12780a >15.59 >−1.63
C ii.. 1335.708a 0.11490a <13.59 ...
C iv... 1548.195a 0.19080a 14.27  0.06 ...
1550.770a 0.09522a ... ...
N i..... 1199.550a 0.13280a 13.57  0.12 −3.07  0.15
1200.223a 0.08849a ... ...
1200.710a 0.04423a ... ...
O i..... 1302.168a 0.04887a 15.91  0.17 −1.63  0.19
1039.230a 0.00920a ... ...
936.629a 0.00314a ... ...
Al ii... 1670.787a 1.83300a 13.36  0.06 −1.79  0.11
Si ii... 1304.370b 0.08600b 14.68  0.07 −1.54  0.11
1526.707b 0.11000b ... ...
Si iv... 1393.755a 0.51400a 14.09  0.12 ...
1402.770a 0.25530a ... ...
S ii.... 1250.584a 0.00545a <15.46 < -0.41
1253.811a 0.01088a ... ...
1259.519a 0.01624a ... ...
Fe ii... 1608.451c 0.06196c 14.21  0.17 −1.97  0.19
Ni ii... 1314.217d 0.14580d <12.60 < −2.35
1370.132d 0.14400d <12.57 ...
a From Morton (1991).
b From Spitzer & Fitzpatrick (1993).
c From Cardelli & Savage (1995).
d From Zsargo & Federman (1998).
e Column density from line prole tting. Upper limits
are 4 .
f Abundance relative to the solar value of Grevesse
et al. (1996).
this [Si/Fe] value corresponds to the typical values of the
Galactic metal-poor stars (Goswami & Prantzos 2000),
and in a dust-limited system it is suggestive of a type II
SN enrichment.
Oxygen is also a typical product of type II SNe and
shows an important enhancement in Galactic metal-poor
stars, [O/Fe] ’ 0:35 at [Fe/H] = −2:00 (McWilliam 1997).
Claims for an even more extreme overabundance of O with
[O/Fe] reaching 1.0 dex at [Fe/H] = −3:0 have recently
been made by Israelian et al. (1998) and Boesgaard et al.
(1999). The oxygen dust depletion is negligible (Savage
& Sembach 1996), therefore O is an excellent diagnostic
tool of the [/Fe] abundance ratio. In the studied DLA
system, we derive [O/H] = −1:63  0:19, which implies
[O/Fe] = 0:34  0:24. This value is representative of the
typical type II SN enriched Galactic metal-poor star abun-
dance pattern.
Another important diagnostic tool of the [/Fe] abun-
dance ratio is sulphur. S also shows in Galactic metal-
poor stars the typical enhancement of -elements with
[S/Fe] ’ 0:4=0:6 (Francois 1988), and it is nearly un-
depleted from gas to dust (Savage & Sembach 1996).
We manage to derive only a non-signicant upper limit
[S/H] <−0:41, which does not provide any interesting con-
straint on the [S/Fe] ratio ([S/Fe] < 1:56).
We have nally at our disposal essentially two in-
dicators of the -element abundances, Si and O. The
[Si/Fe] = 0:43 0:18 and [O/Fe] = 0:34 0:24 ratios both
show a signicant [/Fe] enhancement due to the type II
SN enrichment similar to that of the Galactic stars with
comparable metallicities. A [/Fe] enhancement due to
dust depletion eects is ruled out by the presence of lim-
ited amounts of dust in this DLA system. We can thus sug-
gest that the DLA system towards APM BR J0307−4945
is undergoing a chemical evolution enrichment similar to
that expected in the initial phases of a massive galaxy like
the Milky Way.
4.3. Nitrogen abundance
Nitrogen is a key element in understanding the evolution
of galaxies with few star forming events, since it needs
relatively long timescales as well as relatively high under-
lying metallicity to be produced (Matteucci et al. 1997).
The reason is that N is believed to be produced princi-
pally in intermediate-mass stars, specically those stars
between 4 and 8 M which undergo hot bottom burning
and expel large amounts of primary N at low metallicities
and secondary N at higher metallicities produced in the
CNO cycle from C and O created in earlier generations of
stars (Henry et al. 2000).
In our system the N abundance is [N/H] = −3:07 
0:15, which implies [N/O] = −1:44  0:21 at [O/H] =
−1:63 0:19. This very low [N/O] ratio, much lower than
the corresponding values in the Milky Way and in the H ii
regions, lies in the region limited by the tracks of primary
and secondary N production (Vila-Costas & Edmunds
1993), close to a pure secondary N production behaviour.
All studied DLA systems occupy the same delimited
region, and show a large scatter with some [N/O] val-
ues consistent with a pure secondary behaviour and oth-
ers requiring a primary production of N (Lu et al. 1998;
Centurion et al. 1998). The dierent [N/O] values ob-
served at a given [O/H] may be interpreted in terms of the
delayed delivery of N with respect to O when star forma-
tion proceeds in bursts (Edmunds & Pagel 1978). In this
model, galaxies that have experienced a recent episode of
star formation show low [N/O] ratios due to the quick pro-
duction of O in massive stars (6 Myr for a 25 M star).
Galaxies that have been quiescent for a long period show
high [N/O], N is released after approximatively 250 Myr
as a product of intermediate-mass stars and the [N/O] ra-
tio increases while [O/H] remains constant. Therefore, the
scatter comes about by observing DLA systems in various
stages of O and N enrichment.
The derived very low [N/O] ratio may thus be ex-
plained as representing very early stages of N/O evolu-
tion when intermediate-mass stars have not yet begun
to release N, i.e. roughly 250 Myr or less after a star
burst. It thus seems reasonable to expect also an overabun-
dance of the -elements relative to Fe-peak elements, an
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overabundance which has been highlighted by the [Si/Fe]
and [O/Fe] abundance ratios in Sect. 4.2.
5. Kinematics
The metal line proles of DLA absorbers in principle
provide information in velocity space on the gas kine-
matics. Whether this information can be used as a di-
agnostic of motions on galactic scales and what motions
indeed dominate the kinematics is still an open question.
The kinds of motion one may expect to be at play in a
gas-rich environment, and in proto-galaxies, are rotation
of clouds in a disk-like structure, and radial infall and
random motions of clouds in a halo. A realistic descrip-
tion may have to combine both eects as is probably the
case in Mg ii and Lyman-limit systems at intermediate
redshifts (Charlton & Churchill 1996). In DLA systems,
systematic high-resolution studies of low-ionization lines
have established that the proles are often asymmetric
with the strongest absorption lying at an edge of the pro-
le (Prochaska & Wolfe 1997b, 1998). This was rst inter-
preted as the signature of large, fast-rotating thick disks
although the current body of data is also consistent with
relative motions of clouds with limited rotation (Haehnelt
et al. 1998; Ledoux et al. 1998; McDonald & Miralda-
Escude 1999).
In the DLA absorber towards APM BR J0307−4945,
the shape of the unsaturated Fe ii1608 line prole is
strongly suggestive of edge-leading asymmetry in the sense
that the strongest absorption itself is located at an edge of
the prole (see Fig. 1). The signal-to-noise ratio is not high
enough in this spectral region, however, to decide whether
the entire prole is asymmetric, with steadily decreasing
optical depth with decreasing wavelength. Stronger tran-
sition lines from dierent elements including Al ii and O i,
the latter being a good tracer of the neutral phase, indeed
display huge variations of optical depths along their pro-
les. In particular, whereas the low-ion proles extend over
240 km s−1, they have relatively small or negligible optical
depths in a spectral region 25 km s−1 wide just blueward
of the strong components at the red edge of the proles.
Moreover, the best t model described in Sect. 3 indeed
indicates that about 80% of the metals are distributed
in two sub-systems of comparable importance, separated
by 70 km s−1 and spanning only about 25 km s−1 each
(components 6, 7, 8 on the one hand, and 10, 11, 12 on
the other hand). The kinematics of the absorber can there-
fore also be understood as having a main double peaked
structure. This is expected, for instance, during a merg-
ing event involving two proto-galactic clumps surrounded
by tidal material and radially infalling clouds; this pos-
sibility is strongly supported by the results of numerical
N -body/hydrodynamic simulations (see Haehnelt et al.
1998, 2000).
The comparison of the relative strength and velocity
distribution of line proles arising from dierent phases
also provides information on the ionization structure and
spatial distribution of the absorbing gas. In the DLA
system under study, the shapes of the C iv and Si iv pro-
les are similar and globally symmetric with the strongest
absorption located at the center of the prole; they also
clearly dier from the low ions. The total velocity broad-
ening is larger for the high-ion (305 km s−1) than it is for
the low-ion proles (240 km s−1). However the two dier-
ent phases are related, it has been shown from a statistical
point of view that there is a trend for the total velocity
broadenings of C iv and Fe ii to be correlated (Ledoux
et al. 1998; see also Wolfe & Prochaska 2000). Besides, it
is apparent in Fig. 2 that, while there is a velocity inter-
val common to both phases, the high-ion proles extend
much farther into the blue. The DLA absorber towards
APM BR J0307−4945 may thus be a good illustration of
a scenario in which ionized gas is flowing out with veloci-
ties of up to  −300 km s−1 relative to the bulk of one of
two main neutral clumps.
6. Conclusion
Observations with the new UVES echelle spectrograph
at the 8.2 m VLT Kueyen telescope provided the rst
high-quality spectra of the distant APM BR J0307−4945
quasar at zem = 4:73. We focused our analysis on the
metal abundances of a damped Ly system at zabs =
4:466, the most distant DLA system known to the present
date, observed when the age of the universe was only
1.3 Gyr. It has a hydrogen column density of N(H i) =
(4:680:97) 1020 cm−2, and shows complex low- and high-
ion line proles spanning 240 and 300 km s−1 in velocity
space respectively. By tting Voigt proles to the observed
absorption lines and by neglecting ionization corrections,
we obtained [N/H] = −3:07 0:15, [O/H] = −1:63 0:19,
[Al/H] = −1:79 0:11, [Si/H] = −1:54 0:11, [Fe/H] =
−1:970:19, and we placed a lower limit on the abundance
of C, [C/H] > −1:63 and an upper limit on the abundance
of Ni, [Ni/H] < −2:35.
The Fe abundance, [Fe/H] = −1:97  0:19, is repre-
sentative of the mean [Fe/H] metallicity (unweighted by
the H i column density) for the high-redshift sub-sample
of Prochaska & Wolfe (2000), and is thus consistent with a
moderate metallicity decrease towards high redshifts. This
metallicity, 1/90 solar, also shows that the very young
object (1.3 Gyr) responsible for the DLA absorber has
already experienced a signicant metal enrichment.
The relative [/Fe] abundance ratios resemble those
expected in the early phases of evolution of a massive
galaxy such as our own Galaxy. The [Si/Fe] = 0:43 0:18
and [O/Fe] = 0:34  0:24 ratios indeed show both a sig-
nicant [/Fe] enhancement due to type II SN enrich-
ment similar to the one of the Galactic stars with com-
parable metallicities, in the presence of limited amounts
of dust as inferred by the nearly solar [O/Si] ratio. The
type II SN enrichment is further supported by the very
low [N/O] = −1:44 0:21 ratio.
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